Writing Brick by Brick: Remembering Pietro Di Donato

Friday, April 29 at 12:30 - 2:30 pm on Zoom - bit.ly/Pietro-DiDonato

Join us online to commemorate Pietro Di Donato and his work, 30 years after his death, and to celebrate the launch of the short film 'Six Objects: Notes toward a film on Pietro Di Donato'.

The virtual event will include a series of short interventions and conversations with family, friends, and scholars who knew Pietro Di Donato during his life or discovered his writing in more recent years.

Organized by Loredana Polezzi (D'Amato Chair in Italian American and Italian Studies) and Simone Brioni (Department of English).

Introduction: Giuseppe Gazzola (Director, Center for Italian Studies)

Speakers:
Richard Di Donato - Fred Gardaphé - Antony Tamburri
William Connell - Mary Jo Bona - Marc Fasanella - Lindsey Pelucacci

The discussion will be followed by the preview of the short film:
Six Objects: Notes toward a film on Pietro di Donato

Clik the following link to watch the Short Film
"Six Objects: Notes toward a film on Pietro Di Donato"


info: antonio.fideleo@stonybrook.edu